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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2005022984A1] The invention refers to a plastic film for ground covering with formed edges along its sides that is destined for agricultural
use. Each formed edge is folded twice towards the same direction, in such a manner that the first folding (4) has width (b) less than (c) of the
second folding (5) and preferably half the width of the latter. The superimposed parts of each formed edge are welded to each other with successive
weldings (7i) along its length, preferably transverse and in such a manner that the first folding (4) alongside with the second folding (5) are welded to
main body (1) of the plastic film but not to each other. Moreover the first folding (4) is welded to the main body (1) with successive stamp-weldings
(8) that can be of any shape and preferably oval or circles having not larger dimensions than half the width (b) of the first folding (4) and are located
preferably halfways between two successive transverse weldings (7i). In this manner the weight insertion pockets are formed, that also have an
opening for inserting the weight in each pocket almost equal to the length of each pocket. The stamp-weldings (8) pull the first folding (4) towards
the main body (1) of the plastic film where it clings in order to close the weight insertion openings and trap soil in the pockets.
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